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As life slowly returns to some semblance of normality, we take a wider view of the
impact of COVID-19 in this issue. From potential tax implications for expats working
from home to which crisis replacement incomes you might still be eligible for and
the rise of restrictionism in travel, it is safe to say the aftereffects of the pandemic
continue to reverberate around the globe.  
We spoke with actress Anne-Sophie Vanlommel about her time in L.A., during which
Black Lives Matter protests, COVID-19 and visa restrictions dominated daily life. We
also spoke with Joeri Van den Bergh of InSites Consulting about how corona has
made us even more conscious of the world around us.  Additionally, our relocation
committee has been on the case of the driving license exchange and reports back
with the latest.
A special mention must go out to all of our speakers these past few months, who have
covered a wide variety of topics with great verve. If you missed any of our member
meetings or town hall sessions, please be sure to check out our YouTube channel.
I’d also like to take a moment to thank our outgoing board members Alexander De
Nys, Fabienne Vanderkelen, Salvatore Orlando and Sandra Van Bellingen for their
tireless efforts on behalf of our membership in recent years. A very warm welcome
to our incoming board members Anita Meyer, Roeland Keppens, Massimo Maesen
and Julie Flémal, we are excited to have so many enthusiastic new members joining
our team.

cover image: Anne-Sophie Vanlommel
by Taylor Brooks
editorial:
Fiona Klomp
    Brigitte Lievens
Deborah Seymus
    Liantis    
Subscribe to ReLocate, the quarterly
publication by vzw ABRA absl, online via:
www.abra-relocation.com
For print and online advertising
opportunities and rates please contact:
relocate@abra-relocation.com
For further details on becoming a
member of ABRA, please contact:
admin@abra-relocation.com

Above all, we are excited about being able meet with friends and family again and
I speak on behalf of the entire team when I say we cannot wait to see all of our
members in person this autumn. I wish you a very happy summer and look forward
to seeing you soon,  

Eric Klitsch
Eric Klitsch
ABRA President

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT
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Driving License Exchange Update
committee progress report & new town hall for Etterbeek commune

by Fiona Klomp

image by Jasper Eyers

Exchanging your driving license for a Belgian version
remains an administrative hurdle for expats. As soon as
you are registered as a Belgian resident, this becomes
compulsory. Depending on the commune in which you live,
this exchange can take any number of weeks, during which
time you cannot drive. Our relocation committee remains
on the case and has been in contact with the authorities to
gain further clarification.
As previously reported, there are recognised and nonrecognised licenses, EU models and non-EU models.
Recognised European model driving licenses that do not
have an expiry date, need to be exchanged within two
years of registering as a resident in Belgium. Owners of a
recognised EU model license with an expiry date need to be
exchanged before this date, or within five years of registering
here, whichever comes first.
Where the recognised driving licenses enjoy a fairly
straightforward exchange process, both non-recognised and
non-European models go through a lengthy and complicated
procedure. There are two main bottlenecks in the exchange
process: the length of the authentication procedure and the
booking of driving exams.

Main Bottlenecks

Owners of a recognised non-EU model driving license are
able to exchange their license after having been registered
as living in Belgium for over 185 days. Until then, they can
drive with their national license. Owners of a non-recognised
non-EU model driving license will need to sit an exam before

being eligible for an exchange. This exam can only be booked
once the expat has received their Belgian resident’s card
and has been registered here for over 185 days. To further
complicate matters, owners of a non-recognised driving
license are not allowed to drive in Belgium once they have
registered as a resident with a Belgian town hall.

Efforts to Align Procedures

The main difficulty in trying to coordinate a smoother
process and align exchange procedures stems from the
fact that we are dealing with both regional and federal
authorities, as well as individual communes. Any driving
license sent in for exchange goes from the town hall to the
local police, then on to the federal police for authentication.
Once it has been authenticated, the driving license goes
back to the local police and then on to the town hall. As the
federal police are confident that licenses are authenticated
within two to three weeks maximum, it appears the delays
are on a more local level.
The committee has explored multiple options, including
enquiring whether expats could present their driving
license to the federal police in person or submit their
documentation along with the Single Permit request. Sadly,
neither are options as they would require a change in the
law. Similarly, asking embassies to provide an authentication
document is not as straightforward as it sounds. Although a
handful of countries do this, they are few and far between
and a number of countries (including the USA) have already
indicated they will not be implementing such a system.
RELOCATE
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Although hardly ideal, it would appear that lobbying
with your local mayor and/or town hall is most impactful
Deborah Loones tells us. She has done so for Ghent
and has the impression that the procedure has sped up
somewhat. Together with Eléonore van Rijckevorsel she has
been in touch both the Vereniging van Vlaamse Steden en
Gemeenten, or VVSG, and the Federal Government to see if
the exchange of driving licenses and speeding up access to
(bi)lingual exams can become a priority.  

Individual Town Hall Procedures

In the meantime, our committee has started enquiring with
different Brussels town halls as to their procedure.  We have
started listing their responses in an Excel spreadsheet, which
our relocation members can find under the ‘full member
info’ section of our website after logging in. Whatever the
outcome of these talks, the relocation committee continues
to make driving licenses a priority.
On the upside, there is good news from the commune of
Etterbeek. They have now launched a brand new website.
Expats looking to register as first time residents of Etterbeek
can now use the email address etrangers@etterbeek.be
to book their appointment. EU residents can book their
appointment online and only need to show up to collect
their new IDs. Non-EU residents will need to make an
appointment and come in to request their IDs in person.
Simply use the green button ‘prendre rendez-vous’ on
the new website www.etterbeek.be. Along with the new
website comes a new address for the town hall, which has

now moved to Avenue des Casernes 31, 1040 Etterbeek.

Quick Overview for Etterbeek Town Hall
■ New physical address: Avenue des Casernes 31, 1040
Etterbeek
■ New website: https://etterbeek.brussels
■ New procedure for registrations:

∞ Non-EU: first registration only on appointment, as well
as all other steps of the registration and renewal: https://
etterbeek.brussels/fr/demarches/adresse/premiereinscription-ou-suivi-ressortissants-hors-ue
∞ Non-EU: Collection of residency card or registration
certificate on appointment: https://etterbeek.brussels/fr/
demarches/identite/carte-b-e-f-h-ou-aia-pour-etrangersdemande
∞ Non-EU: collection of a residency without appointment is
possible following the instructions outlined here: https://
etterbeek.brussels/fr/demarches/identite/carte-b-e-f-ou-hpour-etrangers-retrait
∞ EU: first registration by mail: https://etterbeek.brussels/
fr/demarches/adresse/premiere-inscription-ou-suiviressortissants-ue
∞ EU: order and collection of the card on appointment on:
https://etterbeek.brussels/fr/demarches/identite/carte-be-f-h-ou-aia-pour-etrangers-demande

GMFC helps expats get their deposit back by providing
a professional end of tenancy maintenance
• END OF TENANCY
CLEANING FOR EXIT
SURVEY
• EXPAT SERVICES
• RESIDENTIAL
CLEANING

• TERRACE, CURTAIN,
BED LINEN CLEANING
• WINDOW WASHING

• HANDYMAN SERVICE

• RENOVATION WORKS
• CHILDCARE SERVICES
• NANNY SERVICE

GMFC is leader in professionally taking
care of expats’ houses at the end of
the tenancy. GMFC highly trained staff
cares about the interests of expats,
landlords, relocation agencies and
multinational corporations by ensuring
professional maintenance for a smooth
reimbursement of the deposit.
GMFC – Avenue Rogierlaan 270, 1030 Brussels
+32 477 790 524 / +32 2 310 66 88
www.gmfc.be / info@gmfc.be
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Special Tax Regime for Expats
Consequences of working at home during COVID-19 crisis			
During the past months,
the COVID-19-crisis has
reduced
significantly
professional travel. Work
from home, and video
& teleconferencing have
become the norm. For
employees that have not
been granted the “expat
status”,
but
normally
frequently
travel
for
business
purposes,
COVID19
could
cause
unpleasant tax surprises.

Special rules on “work-from-home” not
applicable to expats benefiting from the
special tax regime
Indeed, in general, on the basis of Article 15 (OECD model)
of the applicable double taxation treaty, an employee is
taxable in his Home State, except where they can prove
their physical presence abroad for the performance of their
professional activities. The salary corresponding to those
working days exercised abroad are then normally exempted
in the state of residence and taxable abroad (the Working
State).
If, because of the COVID-19 crisis, the employee is unable to
perform abroad and this, contrary to their normal working
rhythm, this would normally have a serious impact on his
tax situation. In principle, this means that this employee
would suddenly (at least for the COVID-19 crisis period) only
perform in his home state and would thus be taxable in his
home state on a bigger part of his salary.
In this context, Belgium concluded amicable agreements
with Germany, The Netherlands, France and Luxembourg
to counter such unexpected effects. The solution is that for
those who cannot work in the usual working state because
of COVID-19 measures and are stuck at home, these
working days from home will be ignored in terms of the
analysis of the allocation of the taxing authority on the basis
of the applicable double taxation treaty. In other words, the
“home” working days are – fictitiously – considered to have
been performed where work would normally have been
performed under a normal work regime.
For employees who fall under the scope of Article 15 of
these double tax treaties a solution has thus been agreed
upon1. Some expats benefiting from the special tax regime
believed such rule would also be applied to their situation.
This not true and therefore this may mean “bad news”.
As you know, for expats benefiting from the special tax

by Brigitte Lievens

regime, the taxable basis is calculated using the so-called
“travel exclusion”. The days performed outside Belgium are
not allocated to Belgium and the corresponding wage is not
taxable in Belgium.
COVID-19 home working days are not deemed fiscally
neutral compared to their normal working and travel
patterns. The tax administration has indicated (in Circular Nr.
2020/C/81) that the general rules remain in place for expats
and therefore there is no “COVID-19 tolerance” for working
from home for them under the agreements mentioned
above. For the calculation of the Belgian taxable basis, they
will only consider the working days actually performed
abroad. If an expat is not covered by a tax treaty (because
he is no longer a tax resident of his home country) he will
need to be able to proof the professional nature of his travel
to another state. One’s own decision to spend time in a
second home in a safer country will be seen as a personal
choice and will not be considered professional travel under
the “travel exclusion”. An expat who would have been stuck
outside Belgium due to COVID-19 travel restrictions while
on business travel will see these days count as professional
travel days.
For the expat who travelled less and was stuck in Belgium,
this will mean an increase of the Belgian tax debt. For those
who were stuck abroad and performed more working days
abroad, the Belgian tax debt will fall. For the latter group,
attention should be paid to a possible increase in foreign
tax burden in case they have remained tax resident in their
home country.
For one group clearly undesirable effects, for the other a
more pleasant prospect in difficult times.   For companies
that have expats in the first category, I recommend that you
have a conversation about this in time, check the contractual
agreements (gross/net guarantee) and adjust where needed
the salary withholding tax in due time.
Full attention should also be given to the proof which
will be demanded by the tax authorities in respect of the
professional travel days for which the travel exclusion will be
claimed for 2020 and 2021. Such proof will not only include
the habitual proof such as hotel bills and plane tickets, but
also for example the employer’s guidelines on home work
and travel restrictions in the jurisdictions involved.
1 Please note that the OECD Secretariat has issued an “Updated
guidance on tax treaties and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic” on
21 January 2021. This guidance represents the Secretariat’s views on
the interpretation of the provisions of tax treaties (i.e. each jurisdiction
may adopt its own guidance to provide tax certainty to taxpayers).
Updated guidance on tax treaties and the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic (oecd.org)

For further details or personalised advise, please contact
Brigitte Lievens, Attorney at Law: www.brigittelievens.be
RELOCATE
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Your hassle-free stay

Call us on
+32 (0)2 705 05 21
or send us an email:
sales@bbf.be
MARCH 21

BBF IS A SPECIALIZED PROVIDER OF SERVICED AND
RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS SINCE 1992.
WITH MORE THAN 1700 UNITS IN
KEY LOCATIONS IN ANTWERP AND BRUSSELS WE CAN OFFER
ATTRACTIVE MID TO LONG TERM RENTAL PACKAGES COMBINED
WITH PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AT AFFORDABLE RATES.
TOGETHER WITH OUR ASAP QUALITY LABEL THIS GUARANTEES
THE KEY TO AN EXCELLENT STAY
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Corona Crisis Replacement Income
What are you entitled to?					

When the corona crisis first reached Belgium, the
government rushed to provide adequate support measures
for all those affected. It led to a myriad of solutions, and
unfortunately it wasn’t always clear who was entitled to
what and under which conditions. With the crisis lasting
longer than anticipated, the existing support measures
were scrutinised, simplified and extended into 2021.
Although there appears to be light at the end of the tunnel,
there are still many organisations who find themselves
in difficulties due to the ongoing crisis. Those in crisis
can still count on the Replacement Income, but under
different conditions. Liantis social security fund (sociaal
verzekeringsfonds/caisse d’assurances sociales) offers a clear
overview of the updated support measures. They also offer
a free online tool that will show you what, if any, financial
support you are entitled to in 2021 with a few simple clicks.  

3 Pillars of Replacement Income
Since January 2021, the Replacement Income
(overbruggingsrecht / droit passerelle) comprises three
pillars. These apply until June 2021.

Double Replacement Income if Compulsorily Closed or
Dependent on a Compulsorily Closed Sector

Is your business compulsorily closed for at least one day
in a particular month, or does it depend on a sector that
is compulsorily closed? Then you qualify for a double
replacement income for that month.

by Liantis

Application: For the months of January, February and March
2021: submit your application via My Liantis if you are a
Liantis client, or contact your own social security fund.
Payment: On Fridays Liantis pays the benefits that were
applied for the week before. Your benefit will be in your
account within three working days. Benefits for the month
of March 2021 are paid as of 2 April 2021.
■ Read more about the replacement income for those who
are compulsorily closed or dependent on a compulsorily
closed sector

Crisis Replacement Income in case of Substantial
Decrease in Turnover

Are you still exercising your self-employed activity, but has
your turnover fallen by at least 40%? In that case, apply
for the crisis transitional right in the event of a substantial
decrease in turnover. The sector in which you are active
plays no role in this benefit.
Application: For the months of January, February and March
2021: You can submit your application via My Liantis if you
are a Liantis client, or contact your own social security fund.
Payment: Benefits will be paid as of 2 April 2021.
■ Read more about the crisis replacement income in the
event of a substantial fall in turnover

RELOCATE
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Crisis Replacement Income in case of Quarantine or
Child Care

Do you have to interrupt your activities completely for at
least seven consecutive calendar days because you have to
go into quarantine? Or can you not work for at least seven
days because your child cannot attend the day-care centre
or school due to corona measures? In that case, you are
entitled to crisis replacement income.
Application: For the months of January, February, March
and April 2021: apply via My Liantis or via your own social
security fund.
Payment: The first payment for the month of April 2021 will
be made on 1 May 2021 at the earliest.
■ Read more about the crisis replacement income in the
event of quarantine or taking care of a child

Did you know...

∞ You can combine replacement incomes with another
professional activity as an employee or civil servant almost
without restrictions?
∞ If you enjoy the replacement income, you may continue
to receive your salary as a business manager, director or
working partner?

Applying for Replacement Income

The easiest way to submit your application and have it
processed is via the customer portal My Liantis (section ‘my
social status’). If you don’t have access to My Liantis yet,
you can register at liantis.be/myliantis using your eID or
itsme app. A username will be created automatically based
on your e-mail address. Is this not possible? Then you can
always go to the Liantis support page with your questions.
They will inform you of their decision on the Friday following
the week of your request. Still have questions? Then contact
your personal customer advisor.

Application Deadlines

∞ For the months January to March 2021: at the latest 30
September 2021.
∞ For the months of April to June 2021: no later than 31
December 2021.
Still want to apply for Replacement Income for 2020? This is
still possible for the second semester of 2020.
∞ For the months of July through September 2020: at the
latest on 31 March 2021.
∞ For the months of October through December 2020: at the
latest on 30 June 2021.

Crisis Replacement Income before January 2021

In 2020, there were two forms of crisis Replacement Income,
with an equally high benefit amount:
1. The Crisis Replacement Income to support self-employed
persons who were forced to close their business or who
were mainly dependent on compulsory closed sectors.
∞ If you were compulsorily closed directly during the
months of October, November or December 2020 and did
not carry out any self-employed activity other than click &
collect or take-away: double benefit.
∞ If you were compulsorily closed in October, November or
December 2020 and exercised other self-employed activities
besides click & collect or take-away: no entitlement to the
double benefit, but possibly the single Relance Benefit.
∞ Were you dependent on a compulsory closed sector in
October, November or December 2020 and did you decide
to completely interrupt your activities: a double benefit.
∞ Were you dependent on a compulsory closed sector in
October, November or December 2020, but you continued
to work (e.g. to serve private clients): a single crisis
Replacement Income.
Take a look at their page about the double Replacement
Income for more information.
2. If your business was not closed by force and you were
not dependent on a compulsory closed sector, you could
count on the Relance Benefit to support your restart until
December 2020. This form of Replacement Income was
granted to self-employed persons who were closed on 3
May 2020 or on whom the measures had the same impact.
There’s a separate webpage with more information on the
relance benefit. Since January 2021, this form of replacement
income has been replaced by the Crisis Replacement Income
due to a Drop in Turnover.
As well as the federal support measures there are a number
of regional measures, which we have bundled in a handy
overview that answers the following questions:
■ You belong to a direct compulsory closed sector and you
do not carry out any other independent activities besides
click&collect or take-away.
■ You are under a direct obligation to close and you engage
in other self-employed activities besides click & collect or
take-away.
■ You are dependent on compulsory closed sectors without
complete interruption.
■ Crisis bridging right because of compulsory closure or
because you are dependent on a compulsory closed sector:
for which self-employed persons?
Republished with permission by Liantis social security fund.
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Global Immigration Trends 2021
Fragomen uncovers the impact of COVID-19 on immigration

Earlier this year, Fragomen published its 2021 Worldwide
Trends Report. It includes an immigration trends analysis
broken down by region and extracts key themes and
emerging trends based on Fragomen’s reference library
of more than 50,000 data points, 400 global client alerts,
and white papers and opinion pieces published through
September 2020. We bring you an abridged version, for
the full report please click the link at the end of this article.
This year, in response to the unprecedented worldwide
economic downturn and in addition to existing protectionist
ideologies and anti-immigrant sentiments, countries
renewed their focus on local workforce protections, but
with a new emphasis on mitigating the risk of infection
and compensating for skyrocketing unemployment rates.
Along with widespread travel restrictions to ban the entry of
entire groups of foreign nationals, many governments used
a range of methods to restrict admission and work rights by
imposing heightened eligibility criteria, decreasing quotas
and increasing minimum salary levels.
Most countries promulgated restrictive entry and exit
rules, and foreign nationals who were allowed entry faced
complex and often intrusive health and entry requirements,
and in many cases, strict criteria for work authorization that
was implemented before COVID-19. Additionally, many
countries divided essential workers from non-essential
ones, creating a new category of admissibility, and a rapid
acceleration of the digital transformation was seen to limit
person-to-person contact during immigration processing. If
there was ever a year of rapid global change in immigration
rules, this was it.

by Fiona Klomp

COVID-19 Implications

Birth of New Type of Restrictionsim

As the epidemiological situation around the world changed,
COVID-19-related travel restrictions ranged from broad
entry bans to constantly changing specific bans with
exceptions based on citizenship and/or originating country.
A new type of restrictionism developed with the easing of
travel restrictions. Policies began to focus heavily on health
certificates, medical screenings and other related measures.
While borders were starting to reopen, employers
reconsidered sending their employees abroad in light of
the implications of quarantine requirements. Faced with
the inconvenience and interruption caused by mandatory
quarantines, many travellers were reluctant (or unable) to
partake in any form of travel during this quarter.

Implementation of Immigration Policy Reviews and
Overhauls Sidelined by COVID-19 Response

With government resources limited, the need for recovery
from government closures—including reconciling application
backlogs and regularizing out-of-status foreign nationals—
will be at the forefront of immigration administrations’
concerns in the short term. As a result, immigration policy
overhauls planned for implementation during late 2020 and
into 2021 have been delayed in many countries.

Travel Alliances in Stark Contrast to Divergent
Policies

As economies struggled to reopen and compensate for
months of closures, travel bubbles (also referred as “travel
corridors” and “air bridges”) created among countries
RELOCATE
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with similar COVID-19 infection rates resulted in lenient
entry rules or exceptions to entry bans/quarantine, to
facilitate travel and help improve each country’s economy.
In stark contrast to coordinated agreements, a key 2020
trend was the diversion of many local/state governments
from centralized plans that were created to coordinate
travel policy changes. This was particularly noticeable in
the European Union (EU), where the European Council
recommended that EU countries lift the external border
restrictions for a limited number of countries, based on
objective criteria related to the COVID-19 infection rate
and whether reciprocal policies apply. EU Member States,
however, took a country-by-country approach, creating
uncoordinated and complex entry rules.

Unprecedented Unemployment Rates Exacerbate
Protectionism

In both developed and developing economies, the pandemic
is causing unprecedented job losses and business closures.
The unemployment rate in Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries increased
by an unprecedented 2.9 percentage points in April 2020
to 8.4%, compared to 5.5% in March. As economies begin
to reopen, unemployment is projected to fall, but remain
substantially above pre-pandemic levels. As a result, policies
across the world will continue to shift more toward the
protection of local workforce to mitigate unprecedented job
losses. As history has shown, countries will likely continue
to turn inward in response to sustained high unemployment
rates but will ultimately seek to improve their fiscal situation
by welcoming foreign talent and foreign investment (often
an underrated source for economic recovery).

Work-from-Anywhere the New Normal

Many employees were moved to remote work situations
in countries with temporary and ambiguous remote
working concessions, that were often hastily created in
reaction to the COVID-19 crisis. In many cases, companies
were compelled to follow temporary government remote
work regulations that often led to the employer being
noncompliant with labour and other laws. Many times,
whether an employee could work remotely under their
work authorization depended on several factors, such as the
terms of the employment agreement (Austria), the location
of work (Canada), or the visa category (United States). These
and other scenarios created compliance risks beyond those
related to immigration law (e.g., employment law, social
security law, tax implications, etc.).
Some employees ended up working in a country other than
the one where they applied for work rights. As governments
scrambled to catch up to such decisions, lawmakers created
ambiguous policies that did not contemplate saving
employers and their employees from the various legal
compliance risks. The combination of uncharted legislative
and policy territory and hasty decisions to address
immediate needs resulted in a period of chaotic employer
policy changes. This is especially important in the context
of the Posted Workers Directive in the EU, where employers
are required to comply with strict standards to ensure the
posted worker’s working conditions are the same as local
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workers. In many ways, an ideal approach for remote
workers would be if more immigration systems separated
the need for company sponsorship from work authorization
eligibility, which would allow for more flexible employment
agreements, such as employee-leasing or third-party
placements.

Immigration Policies and Special Concessions for
Essential Workers

The pandemic created a new division in the immigration
landscape. Essential workers, such as healthcare workers,
production and food processing workers, maintenance
workers, agricultural workers, and truck drivers, and other
categories of workers deemed necessary in the fight against
COVID-19, were exempt from entry bans. This approach may
create a new policy focused on workers deemed essential by
the destination country governments for various situations
(even outside this pandemic) and could create more
opportunities for local and foreign medium-skilled workers.
Labour protections, such as quotas and labour market tests,
traditionally disfavoured such applicants, who in many
countries are considered medium- and even low-skilled.

Education-focused Immigration Programs May
Increase Opportunities for Medium-Skilled Foreign
Workers

Prior to COVID-19, immigration programs in countries that
sought to attract the best and brightest featured eligibility
criteria based on high standards of professional skills and
experience. Conversely, education-based programs, such
as the post-graduate practical training program in the
United States, were the focus of many immigration-related
restrictions. When COVID-19 hit, there was a heightened
need for medical professionals and other essential—but
lower-skilled, lower-paid—workers. Immigration schemes
may start to reflect such needs in entry rules; immigration
paths may be created especially for such entrants and
protectionism may ease to allow special exemptions and
rules for medium-skilled workers with certain educations
such as vocational or non-traditional schooling, or otherwise.
This is already seen in the United Kingdom, where the new
points-based system will create a preferential route just for
healthcare workers with a job offer.

Emerging Trends

Fragomen believes the following key trends will strongly
impact the immigration landscape in the next several years.
While there is no direct action to be taken now, they feel
these trends require close observation, as they will likely
have a significant impact on how business is conducted in
the future.

Health Assessments in the Spotlight

While the topic of an “immunity passport” caught on during
the early days of the COVID-19 travel restrictions, the World
Health Organization warned that there is no evidence that
those who have recovered from COVID-19 have antibodies
or are protected from re-infection. Additionally, the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has warned that
up to half of antibody tests could incorrectly state that an
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individual has antibodies. For these reasons, among other,
immunity passports are not a realistic option as a basis for
travel rights. However, health records for travellers, often
referred to as a “health passport,” containing antibody test
results, recent negative COVID-19 test results and proof of
vaccination are now becoming the norm.

Government Need to Increase Revenue May Impact
Employer Budgets

Just like nearly every private industry, public government
departments suffered from cuts in spending and
expenditures in national health and economic recovery
programs. As governments aim to rebuild economies
post-COVID-19, politicians will have difficult decisions to
make with respect to how to recoup funds after months
of closures of public services. In some countries, this could
result in higher taxes, while in others it may result in cuts on
public spending.
Attempts to compensate for losses could have two effects:
∞ Higher application fees and fines for noncompliance.
Employers and foreign nationals could see increased
application fees for both initial and renewal applications.
Fees for noncompliance with immigration regulations could
also increase.
∞ Increased enforcement efforts. Government motivations
to increase noncompliance fines could lead immigration
departments and other governmental bodies that enforce
immigration and employment law to expand their watchdog
roles and increase the volume of their enforcement efforts,
if resources and laws allow it.
This means employers will need to factor increased fees—
which could prove to be dramatic—into their budgets.
Employers should be prepared for stricter enforcement
efforts, including government audits of workplaces and
workplace documents, as well as increased strictness in
reviewing employer and foreign nationals’ immigration
applications.

Mismatch in Demographics to Create Work
Opportunities

The working age population in most high-income countries
is declining, while elderly populations are growing. By 2050,
the prime working-age populations of OECD countries will
have shrunk by more than 92 million people, while their
populations over 65 years old will have grown by more than
100 million people. This means OECD countries are facing a
gap of more than 15 million workers per year, or a total of
400 million workers over 30 years. However, many lowerincome countries have working-age populations that are
growing faster than job creation rates (e.g., Sub-Saharan
Africa, South Asia, Latin America, Middle East). Since it has
been proven that the potential income gain from mobility
exceeds the gain from more schooling, this could mean a
great opportunity for foreign workers.

COVID-19 has exposed the fragility of supply chains.
Governments and companies will start to review
manufacturing locations and move facilities home to
create a more dependable and sustainable supply chain.
Pharmaceutical and medical supply manufacturing locations
were under a microscope during COVID-19, as personal
protective equipment shortages loomed and reliance on
Chinese production was strong. These may be the first of
many industries that shift production to other locations in
the long term. In 2021 and after the pandemic, U.S. and
European companies will likely reconsider their supply and
service ties with China, which could either spur a growth in
home country production and service jobs, or a spread of
production in other production hubs with low wages.
This could reduce out-of-country travel needs and could
instead re-focus hiring efforts on local populations (including
immigrants in the home country under local hire work
permits). This will also force companies to create new forms
of automation to decrease the costs of onshore production,
which may create needs to cut budgets elsewhere.
Alternatively, COVID-19-related financial losses will, for
many companies, undercut the ability to move production
at this time, as very little spare capital remains to make such
drastic changes. However, the conversation and concern
were amplified during the pandemic and, in three to five
years, moving production posts could become more of a
reality for employers with continued concerns about the
stability, both economically and politically, in China.
Finally, Fragomen believes the private sector will play an
ever more significant role in shaping immigration policy.
With the past several years of immigration restrictions
spurring the business community to become more involved
in policy development at both national and international
levels, organisations such as the Global Forum for Migration
and Development help the private sector raise awareness
of the benefits of labour migration. The pandemic has
brought the role of the private sector into even higher relief
as governments and organisations work to balance crucial
COVID-19 containment measures with mechanisms to
support the global economy.
For the full report, please visit the Fragomen website.

Manufacturing Will Move to Home Countries,
Decreasing Long-term Assignments
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From L.A. to Belgium
interview with Anne-Sophie Vanlommel

		

			

by Deborah Seymus

Photograph by Yvel Sagaille

You might recognise Ann-Sophie Vanlommel for her roles
in ‘De Kroongetuigen’, and more recently ‘Mainstream’.
Fascinated by the performing arts ever since she was a
little girl, Ann-Sophie moved to L.A. to pursue her dream of
breaking through internationally. Now back from a threeyear American adventure, Ann-Sophie has come to realise
Belgium is more home than ever before.

“I quickly learned that friendly people absolutely
aren’t the same as kind people.”
As a child I loved dressing up and standing in front of the
camera. Whether imagining myself Cleopatra or wielding a
sword like Joan of Arc, I always chose women with strong
feminine roles. Then I saw my cousin in a commercial with
a well-known actor. As a 7-year-old, I was blown away and
instantly knew I wanted to do the same thing. I contacted
my cousin and that’s how it all started for me. I was offered
a few commercials, which I loved doing, and my passion for
acting was well and truly set alight. Sadly my fledging career
was put on hold as I had to focus on school.
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Someone close to me told me I would never make it as an
actress. They told me that I would be better off focussing on
studying something practical like journalism. And although I
successfully completed my journalism degree in Belgium, I
never really let go of my dream. Deep within my soul I knew
I would always have to work extremely hard, but nothing in
life feels quite as meaningful as performing. My hard work
paid off and I landed a part in ‘De Kroongetuigen’, one of
Flanders’ most popular series.

“Although I successfully completed my degree in
journalism, I never let go of my dream of becoming
an actress.”
It only served to further strengthen my resolve: I was going
to be a professional actress. There was an acting course I
really wanted to follow which was only on offer in L.A..
Obviously applying to study in the United States involved
a lot of paperwork, as well as an audition. I had to record
a monologue, which meant I had to prepare a script and
empathise with a character I had chosen myself. Based on
that audition tape I would be accepted or rejected.
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When I was told in September 2017 that I was the last of
the group to be accepted into the acting school, I was still
living in Belgium and I was expected to start classes on
October 19 2017. Packing up my life in Belgium, finding
accommodation in L.A., applying for a visa, booking a flight
and saying goodbye to everyone within a month was a huge
rush. Thankfully, the school helped me arrange my M-1 visa,
the student visa that allows you stay in America for one year,
after which it needs renewing.

“It’s difficult to trust people when everyone is so
superficial.”
I adapted to life in L.A. fairly quickly because I’m quite
a flexible person. The worst thing was the bad food. No
chance of getting a tasty sandwich with charcuterie, like we
know in Belgium. Americans are generally friendly people,
which makes you feel welcome. Belgians are more distant
and reserved when you first meet them. However friendly
doesn’t necessarily mean kind. Americans will make a great
show of greeting you, but won’t hesitate to say something
behind your back.
It’s the normal course of things there: you are polite to
someone’s face, but as soon as they leave the room, it’s
open season. It makes it difficult to trust people, because
everyone is so superficial. It does mean you adjust your
attitude towards people. Fortunately our international
student circle had a different mentality. With all of us being
in the same boat – in L.A. without parents, and under a
limited visa – I found everyone quite sincere.
America is a Western country, but faith plays an important
societal role, with many different types of belief systems.
Around the corner from where I stayed there is, for example,
“The Mosaic”, a spiritual church. A large stage welcomes
you when you come in and the loud music has people swept
up in a frenzy. At the other end of my street you can get
baptised in a swimming pool.

“If you don’t have a visa that allows you to work, you
can probably forget it here. You even run the risk of
being deported.”
The average rent here for a one-room apartment is over
$2,000 a month, which is a lot more than in Belgium. And
that’s without gas, water and electricity. My roommate slept
on the couch in the living room while I had the bedroom.
Some people have to combine three jobs just to be able to
pay for their housing. Without the support of my family, I
would have been in trouble for sure.
Before my second M-1 visa ran out, I had to apply for an
OPT visa, which means Optional Practical Training. This
would allow me temporary work as a student. And despite
the massive amount of paperwork it involved, I was insanely
grateful to receive it the day after my graduation. Next up
was my O-1B visa, a three-year artist visa, which I had to
apply for before the one-month grace period following my
OPT ended. Applications can take up to six months - doubling

in time during COVID - and a lot of people run into trouble
during the process. If you don’t have a visa that allows you
to work in the given period of time, you can probably forget
it, unless you’re really lucky. You even run the risk of being
deported.
People think I was living the dream over in L.A., but it was
mostly a 24/7 hustle and dealing with a lot of rejection. So
many times I auditioned for gigs only to be turned away.
You have to deal with constant disappointment. Yes, you
can build a portfolio from scratch with student jobs, but big
productions won’t hire you unless you either have a visa or
are the golden girl they are willing to sponsor.

“If you’re not hired for jobs, you can’t take your
portfolio to that next level. But if you don’t have a
portfolio, they won’t hire you.”
Yes, I was free to pursue my dream and do what I’ve always
wanted to do, but I was in a foreign country far away
from family and friends and had to start from the bottom
again. You have to be mentally strong to deal with all the
challenges. The stress of arranging your visa, getting a job
and paying your rent is relentless. It’s hard to keep going
when you feel deflated and I was quite depressed when I
first arrived there. You can’t count on anyone but yourself
to pick you up off the floor. Despite all that, I kept going and
was in the running for a few jobs, which helped me regain
my confidence.
And then a virus suddenly took over the world and put
everything on hold. Corona not only exposed the political
divisions in America, it exposed centuries of repressed
feelings that had been bubbling away below the surface.
Thanks to the ongoing political tension and the debate
about Black Lives Matter, which was openly conducted on
the street, the situation became increasingly grim. It was
dangerous to go outside. Lots of people flouted the corona
rules anyway, but pharmacists near me saw their business
shattered, helicopters flew over our apartment 24/7, and in
other states people were shot or pelted with teargas. Even
children were hurt in these riots.

“Freedom of speech is supposed to be a right for
everyone, but it isn’t when you’re an immigrant.”
As an immigrant, you keep quiet at that moment and stay
indoors. First and foremost because of corona: if you get
sick in L.A., the medical expenses are likely to bankrupt you
unless you have a very expensive insurance. But less wellknown here is that under Trump’s policy, ICE (Immigration
and Customs Enforcement, ed.) was scouring the protests
to single out immigrants and deport them to their own
country. With my visa application still being processed, I was
afraid  to go outside. It was even worse for immigrants of
colour, like my Guatamalan roommate who - as a Latina -  
would have been singled out for deportation immediately.
Freedom of speech is supposed to be a right for everyone,
but it isn’t when you’re an immigrant.
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“Working with a smaller pool of talent and
opportunities also has its advantages.”
People in America tend to be a bit more gullible than
Europeans, so they are more likely to be incited by
something said or decided by government or politics.
Belgium has its flaws but living in L.A. has opened my eyes
to our country. We have a good education system and
a strong safety net. In America I relied on ginger tea with
lemon when I was sick, but I didn’t dare consult a doctor
because of the excessive costs. There’s no OCMW or social
security in America, as there is in Europe. In Belgium you
can count on monthly financial support during the corona
crisis, whereas in America I received a single stimulus check
for the entire eight months I was there and unable to work
due to the pandemic.
Returning to Belgium and working on my portfolio here has
shown me that working with a smaller pool of talent and
opportunities also has its advantages. You can break through
more easily when you’re fishing in a smaller pond. Moreover,
Europe is no longer America’s little sister when it comes to
acting. I feel that more qualitative projects are currently
being launched in Europe than in America. Ultimately that’s
what it’s all about for me: working on projects that offer
added value and can affect me.

“I realised soon enough that even if Biden were
elected, things wouldn’t change overnight.”

Trump’s policies prevented me from having a fair chance as
an actress in L.A.. I actually stayed there waiting for Biden to
be elected, hoping he would change the immigration system.
But I realised soon enough that even if Biden were elected,
things wouldn’t change overnight. The visa policy hasn’t
changed yet, so I would have been stuck there, twiddling my
thumbs. Obviously, things have gotten more difficult since
Trump’s policy. In the past, your application was always
reviewed and if you met three of the six necessary criteria,
you had a good chance of getting a visa. Now you have to
meet three of the six criteria for your application to even be
considered. Unless you’ve won an award or a prize, you have
no chance of getting a visa that allows you to work legally.
Now I’ve had some time to distance myself from L.A., I can
finally breathe again. There’s no pressure to keep getting
papers updated and organised, no anxious wait to see
whether or not I am allowed to work in the country where
I’m staying. The visa issue has dominated my life for years.
Without consciously realising it at the time, I was under
constant stress. Unless I’m offered a job in Belgium to work
in L.A., like Veerle Baetens, or get a green card, I don’t see
myself returning anytime soon.
I still dream of an international career, but coming back to
your roots every now and then and coming back to life with
both feet on the ground is the best learning experience you
can have.

BSB provides a rich
and dynamic curriculum
where children thrive.

Where I’m confident
and courageous

Ava, aged 6

Visit us
Britishschool.be
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The Conscious Consumer
COVID-19 creates deeper awareness of sustainability		

by Fiona Klomp

the home of Bru and Spa natural mineral waters

Without a doubt, the biggest societal shift that took place
in 2020 was due to the Coronavirus pandemic. From one
day to the next, we collectively came to realise we could
no longer take the world we live in for granted. Working
from home, people started noticing and appreciating their
surroundings more. City dwellers breathed more deeply,
experiencing first-hand the impact of carbon emissions
on air quality. Rural residents woke up to find sheep
roaming now empty village high streets. Empty shelves in
supermarkets highlighted our reliance on the global supply
chain. A wakeup call that changed perspectives, including
on sustainability, across the generations.
We first reported on the rise of conscious capitalism back
in 2016, when we interviewed Elisa French of Ceeyana for
ReLocate on how this new world view is impacting the way
we do business. Joeri Van den Bergh of InSites Consulting
confirms that the pandemic has amplified this megatrend,
making it tangible across the generations. With offices
in seventeen countries worldwide, InSites Consulting is
uniquely placed to quantify this global shift in perspective
on sustainability. As the firm’s co-founder, Joeri Van den
Bergh likes to push boundaries, especially when it comes to
market research.

Positive Impact Company

We republish this interview with permission of the Spadel
Group, home of Bru and Spa mineral waters, from their
sustainability platform Source of Change. Creating a more
sustainable world, accelerating the circular economy and
joining a climate neutral society are the main drivers for
this Belgian family owned organisation that is on track to
becoming a Positive Impact Company. As Spadel Group CEO
Marc du Bois puts it: “We share an inherent connection with
our natural resources and the regions in which we operate.
Recognising the power of our actions, we commit to protect,
restore and rethink the world around us.”

“We share an inherent connection with our natural
resources and the regions in which we operate.
It is our duty to protect, restore and rethink the
world around us.”
Climate Protests

In 2019 the fight against climate change dominated the
headlines. Inspired by Greta Thunberg, children around the
world bunked off school to protest global warming, proving
Generation Z won’t be silenced. The ongoing demand to ‘do
better’ ensured the climate issue was firmly placed centre
stage and in September 7.5 million people took to the
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about contributing positively to the environment. Even so, 8
out of 10 feel sustainability is important.”

Global Pandemic

In 2020 a new fight dominated the headlines. This time a
global pandemic had us sheltering in place, introducing
terms such as social distancing and lockdowns into our
vocabulary. So did COVID-19 become more important than
climate change? InSites’ second study asked the same
questions as in 2019, and more, charting a clear evolution.

Joeri Van den Bergh - InSites Consulting

streets, frustrated by government inaction and half-hearted
corporate promises. That summer, InSites Consulting
launched a study to uncover which issues mattered most to
our communities.
“84% of Europeans aged 15 or over feel sustainability is
‘important’ or ‘hugely important’,” explains Joeri Van den
Bergh. “And this is even higher with the younger generations,
with almost 9 out of 10 Millennials (aged 14 to 24) and Gen
Zs (aged 25 to 39) ranking it as a top priority. Generation
X (aged 40 to 55) tends to be most sceptical; being critical
is a typical Gen X response. They often consider corporate
sustainability efforts to be a commercial strategy rather than
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“During the first lockdown we found that the younger
generations were less concerned with their own health, but
very much so with that of their parents and grandparents,”
says Joeri. “The impact of the virus on the economy and
job security were also major concerns, but the health of
our planet remained a top priority as the impact of the
lockdowns on quality of life and the environment became
apparent. With the roads clear of traffic, air quality
improved. People started noticing flyaway litter and became
aware of the amount of packaging they were using now that
everything ended up in the bin at home. Similarly, people
made a point of using what was in the fridge rather than
letting it go to waste.”
“The leading conclusion to come out of the 2020 study was
that none of the issues became less pressing in people’s
minds. A number of issues became more important, such as
CO2 reduction, but it was the social and local aspects that
received the biggest boost. Despite – or precisely because
of – the economic downturn consumers realised how
important it is to support independent retailers, rather than
the big chains. Seeing how dependent we are on the global
supply chain also made people think about becoming more
self-sufficient. Topics like the circular economy and buying
locally have gained a lot of traction thanks to COVID.”
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Understanding Sustainability

“Sustainability is a broad issue,” continues Joeri. “It becomes
clearer when you divide it into three components: better for
me (organic, natural, additive free, etc.), better for the planet
(recycling, packaging, emissions, biodiversity, etc.) and
better for society (fair wages, child labour, gender equality,
etc.). If you look at the top 5 spontaneous associations with
sustainability, you’ll see they are all linked to what’s better
for our planet.”
“Sustainability can be confusing for the average consumer.
When we buy organic cotton, we think we are doing the
right thing as it is farmed without pesticides. But cotton
needs huge amounts of fresh water; a limited resource.
Perhaps it’s been imported from the other side of the world,
creating emissions. Or workers may not have been paid a
fair wage, making it a lot less sustainable than a traditional
cotton produced locally. So it might be better for yourself,
but it isn’t necessarily better for the planet or for society.
We expect an organic label to mean sustainably produced
at a fair wage – or fair trade to mean organically produced
and good for the environment – but these are three entirely
different things.”

“Enjoying brand preference and receiving ‘license
to play’ a role in consumers lives will depend on
whether or not you are sustainable.”

Conscious Consumers

About half of Europeans believe they live a sustainable
lifestyle, with the other half saying they don’t. The top
reasons for this being ‘I don’t know what I can do’; ‘the
subject is too complex’; ‘it takes too much effort’; or ‘it’s
expensive’. Education on these topics is an important part of
creating a more conscious consumer believes Joeri, as well
as making sustainable choices easily accessible.
“It’s important for brands to invest in sustainability. It
positively reflects on your brand, with over half of consumers
– across all generations – agreeing sustainable brands are
more up to date. Seven out of ten admit to thinking more
positively of companies and brands that actively reduce
their ecological footprint. Additionally, consumers believe
sustainable products to be better quality. Finally, it’s a
big part of employer branding. People want to work for
employers that share their personal values, and purposeful
work helps attract young talent.”
The InSites study not only confirms the importance of
taking a sustainable approach to business, but also serves to
highlight quite how deeply ingrained the desire for a better
world has become across the generations. Understanding
all aspects of sustainability - better for me, better for the
planet, better for society - is simply the first step in becoming
a company with a positive impact.
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